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It is always heartbreaking when a priceless piece of jewelry breaks more so if it has been in your
family for generations. Imagine having a prized heirloom that your great grandmother took with her
from the old country suddenly becoming useless due to damage. Fortunately, you could restore it
somehow just by choosing the right jewelry services.

In the Woodlands, Texas, there are several full service jewelry stores that also offer jewelry repair
services. But be careful since there are also some fly-by-night operations that may cause further
damage. There are many factors that you need to consider before entrusting a company with your
jewelry repair needs. Below are some questions that you should ask to help you determine the right
jewelry store to have your invaluable trinkets fixed.

How long has the company been in the business? Longevity matters when it comes to jewelry repair
and in general terms, the longer a company has been in the business, the more trustworthy it is.
You should also consider the background of the companyâ€™s staff. There is one high end mom and
pop establishment in The Woodlands that has been performing jewelry repair for more than thirty
years with a staff that has a combined experience of over fifty years.

What kind of repair do you need? There are some jewelry stores in The Woodlands TX that can
perform all kinds of repair services while others have a limited range. Contact them and inquire
about the specific repairs that you would require. For example, if the diamond or gem attached to
the ring starts to fall off, then you may need to repair its prong settings so do check if that is included
in the companyâ€™s list of services. Other common services performed include ring sizing, stone
tightening/setting, jewelry soldering, chain repairs, and rhodium plating.

In case they are unable to perform the repair, what now? There are times when even the most
skillful craftspeople are unable to repair a piece. In such cases, there are jewelry stores in The
Woodlands that can recommend setting adjustments to bring it back to its functional state. Some
jewelers can even redesign the piece altogether so you could tweak certain issues you have with
the original design.

In the event that your precious jewelry breaks, donâ€™t panic. Just look for the right jewelry stores in
The Woodlands that can perform the right kind of repair that you need. If you would like to learn
more information on jewelry repair, you can go to
jewelrymaking.about.com/od/basicbizinfo/a/111906.htm, articlesnatch.com/Article/Jewelry-Repair-
For-Sellers-And-Buyers/479144, jewelry.about.com, and ehow.com/how_7772410_start-own-
jewelry-repair-business.html.
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For more details, search a jewelry stores in The Woodlands and a jewelry stores in The Woodlands
TX in Google.
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